Room play only shows up if you are in a relationship with Charlotte.

To be able to have a relationship with Lisa you need to play the blanket game.

Play the blanket game: Can lead to a Lisa relationship.
Do not play the game:

If you played the blanket game, some shorter games will be played by the girls and you.

You are surprised, you thought that was a one time kind of deal... But it turns out it's not...

Choice shows up if you had fun with Nicole at least 2 times.

Must have Nicole >= 2

Get on top of her (sex scene) Nicole +1
Refuse her
By helping her you will be able to be in a relationship with her in the future.

Help Hazel, can lead to relationship with her

Suit yourself

Leave her

Certain things change if you help Hazel or not. If you did not help her you will go by your day normally. This is an example of that.

Certain things change if you help Hazel or not.

Daniel
Must be a though time for him, with all these new people joining the church...

Only shows up if you are in a relationship with Charlotte and chose NOT to help Hazel.

Final chance to be with Charlotte, choice shows if you refused her in the reading room.

Go to her
Starts a relationship with Charlotte

Go to sleep
You sleep with Charlotte only if you are in a relationship with her.